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On February
a
body of youths who have take up the flag of
dozen Fascists
sworn themselves to the Fascism; the youth, at
gathered in Manchester great battle against
last, usher in the
to partake in a day of materialism; who embody inevitable era of supreme
activism. Headed by the the very reversal of what thought and spirit, everleader of the Youth
contra the dogma of the
Nietzsche called the
Movement, Jack Williams, “death of God”, which was material ideologies which
the group distributed
interpreted by Heidegger have rotted the British
flyers, flew the flash and to mean the severance of people at their very core.
circle flag, and discussed the link between the
Whether one is
new and revolutionary
material world and the
ideas for the movement. abstract world (deemed ideologically concordant
with our movement, or
This meeting was the first the inferior and superior whether not: let this
worlds respectively by
of many for the Youth
meeting symbolise the
Pyathagoras).
Movement, whose form
beginning of a
and function has changed
since the appointment of
Williams as its head, and
which has grown
exponentially in the last
six months. For the first
time in many decades,
Britain saw a convergence
of young ideologues of the
Third Position; young men
driven by principle, who –
with intelligence and
innovation – seek to
provide an alternative to
the failed systems of
capitalism and socialism.
It should be of great
reassurance to any
palingenesis within the
engaged in this fight that Finally, the generation
minds of our youth.
upon
which
our
great
there now exists a solid
creed rests the bulk of its
dependence has begun to
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An interesting analogy
for our times!
in parks, calling for the
This is a comparison
between our situation in overthrow of British
the UK today and the way civilisation and its
it was in 1940 – and more replacement by a Nazi
importantly, the way IT regime. The government
are quite happy to
WOULD HAVE BEEN if
encourage this and give
we’d had the same
‘globalist liberal’ political them massive police
protection. Those of the
class THEN as we have
native British population
NOW.
who protest at any of this
It is 1940. The Nazis have or who criticise the Nazis
conquered France and our in any way are hounded
and prosecuted for
government have sent
the British Expeditionary bigotry and racism by the
Force to France to try to government. The Nazis
have infiltrated British
stem the Nazi advance.
society to such an extent
Meanwhile, in Britain,
there are 3.5 million Nazis that the Mayor of London
is himself a Nazi. Many of
already living in the
the Nazis who DO work
country. These ‘Nazis’
believe that Hitler is the are occupied running
shops which front for
‘Perfect Man’ and that
drug dealing or they have
‘Mein Kampf’ is the
taxi services – these are
‘Perfect Book’. 65% of
these do not work – they important for the
thousands of Nazis who
are fed, clothed and
housed by the taxpayers have organised
and sit at home most of ‘paedophile gangs’ to
the time eating, drinking, systematically drug and
defecating and above all rape underage British
girls. The police do
breeding; these ‘Nazis’
have up to four wives and nothing about this –
at least 20 children each under government
instruction – and in the
and they are fully
major Nazi-held areas of
supported by the
government and indeed the country, the
protected by them. When ‘Gauleiters’ tell the police
who they will allow to
they are not at home
living parasitically at the patrol their areas. Police
expense of the taxpayer, recruitment excludes
native, white British men
they organise mass
and allows only ethnic
demonstrations and
rallies on the streets and

minorities to be recruited
– like the Nazis. Other
Nazis hold positions in
local government,
especially education and in
schools and colleges.
British children as young
as five are indoctrinated
with Nazi propaganda and
brainwashed into
accepting the eventual
Nazi takeover of the
country – all this with full
backing by the globalist
liberal government. The
Nazis also carry out
periodic acts of rape,
murder and terrorism
which often go unreported
by the globalist liberalcontrolled media. The
government, meanwhile,
send £1 billion to the Nazi
government abroad, much
of which they spend on
weapons to use against
the ‘BEF’ and to kill British
services personnel, and
encourage tens of
thousands of Nazis to
enter the country every
year. The government
calls this ‘Cultural
Enrichment’.
Many ‘Nazis’ also dislike
animals, especially dogs,
and vociferously protest
the native British
population walking their
dogs in parks or on the
street. The government
are happy to support this,
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astoundingly NOT
corrupt; his income was
from his salary as
Chancellor and from sales
of his book. His two main
‘vices’ were that he loved
films (his favourite being
King Kong) and had four
cream buns with his tea
every afternoon. A vast
difference from most of
our political class today!
His only fault was the
persecution of the Jews,
as a result of which many
great scientists,
musicians and
philosophers were lost to
HAD this support of the
‘Nazis’ actually happened the world. Had his
persecution been of
in 1940, the entire
government would have Islamics, NOTHING would
been guilty of TREASON. have been lost except six
million potential
Such is NOT the case
parasites.
TODAY!
and indeed the Prime
Minister and 330 MPs
vote to confirm a Bill that
‘animals are not sentient’
and feel no pain – this
appeases the ‘Nazis’ and
also condones the use of
animals in horrific
experiments and the
‘sport’ of ‘fox hunting’
where foxes are torn to
pieces by packs of killer
dogs, and where fox cubs
are thrown to the dogs to
be ripped to pieces while
still alive.

Speakers confirmed so far
are the Leader Gary
Raikes and National Youth
Officer Jack Williams.
A full agenda is
being worked on.
This event is being
organised by Regional
Officer Clive Jones with
help from NBU North
members.
Please contact Clive for
full info
on houseofjones@yahoo.c
om
To book your free tickets,
contact Samantha
on secretary@newbritishu
nion.co.uk Places may be
limited so book early!
NBU Office

TODAY the ‘Nazis’ are the I.P
followers of Islam. It
should also be pointed
out – for those who don’t
know! – that Adolf Hitler
NEVER considered himself
to be the ‘Perfect Man’ or
that his book – ‘Mein
Kampf’ – was the ‘Perfect
Book’. Nor did Hitler
condone paedophilia or
cruelty to animals; in fact
he was a vegetarian who
banned the use of gin
RALLY TO THE FLAG VI
traps in Germany and
deplored Goering’s love of
NBU will be holding its
hunting. Ironically, he
also admired the British AGM in Derby on
Saturday 17th March
culture and way of life
and for a politician he was 2018.
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But now we are slowly
Message:
being destroyed from the
Hi. I'm interested in
inside, a rotten cancer of
joining the New British
liberalisation and
Union and possibly
becoming more involved. multinationalism which is
tearing this country apart.
The current political
The Muslims don't treat us
establishment is farcical
and none seem to reflect with respect; to them, we
are just 'infidels'. And somy views more so than
yourselves. I like what I called 'refugees' just want
see so far. Is it possible to to benefit off of our
HAVE YOUR SAY get more information on corrupt system to gain
pity and shelter, draining
your aims and how you
money and resources
strive to achieve them?
away from the true people
Message:
that the money should be
I am an American
Yours,
spent on – the white
citizen, but for the past
British people, seemingly
seven months of my life, Lee Turnbull
forgotten about and
in my in-depth studying
pushed aside whilst we
of World War II, I have
Message:
slowly are replaced.
come to what I believe in As a white British
my heart as the truth,
individual, I believe that it I wish to join a party that
the truth being that we
is my duty to my country, knows what's best for its
have been lied to about to my people, to support people, which knows
a great many things
what is best for a nation what's best for its
regarding Adolf Hitler
which, as of recently, has development and
preservation of the nation
and his National
been raped by
that once ruled the waves,
Socialism, and our dear multiculturalism and
to restore Britain to being
English brother Sir
immigration of Muslims
Oswald Mosley with his
into Britain. When I visit great once more. Hail
Britannia!
British Union of Fascists. London to see my
I fear for not only my
grandparents, I can't
Thomas Chatten
own nation and
believe how few
countrymen under the
individuals are white, let
control of this corrupt
alone White British. It's a
system, but for all our
shame to see how far we
European brothers and
have come. We have
sisters, from which we
defended our lands from
all hail from in time. I
invasion time and time
wish to support in any
again, trying to protect it
way I can! And if I lived from foreign invaders,
there I'd proudly march who in the case of Nazi
alongside you all!
Germany, would have still
treated us with respect
and care if they had won.
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Message:
Wow, what can I say,
Comrades? The kind
words are deeply
appreciated, and a great
many thanks for running
several of my articles in a
single issue! For those
who don't know, I've
been drowning Gary in
articles, over the past
couple of months! I've
promised to back off a
bit, or at least turn out
shorter articles. I've a
few more observations to
offer, concerning the
Imperial Fascist League,
the PAP of Singapore,
Peronism in Argentina,
and the whole 'right vs.
left' question. I hope
these will be of interest
to our Fascist Comrades
everywhere. Again, thank
you so much, Gary, for
the kindness you've
shown – and the obvious
intelligence with which
you lead the NBU.
Seth

Oswald Mosley in
Scotland

‘The most articulate
of the acrimonious
jumped up on
When Mosley launched
Mosley’s platform and
his ‘New Party,’ the
threw out the
precursor of the British
Union of Fascists, it was challenge... “There’s
fifty polis (police)
active in Scotland
virtually from the outset. hidden here... What
chance do we have
A series of public
against them?” “Fifty
meetings were held in
polis,” repeated a
Glasgow, and even in
woman in the front
1931 the red rabble
row as her friend
showed the same
cried “Traitor” at Sir
commitment to ‘free
speech’ as their present- Oswald. Then
day counterparts. Rather someone settled the
issue. “Send away
than try to engage
your polis. Come
Mosley in rational
outside an’ see what’ll
debate, they set out to
smash up his meetings. happen.” Even to my
innocent ears this did
What they did not
reckon on was Mosley’s not seem the most
pleasing invitation.
charisma and fearless
courage, as this report
‘But Britain’s all-round
from the Daily Record
champion smiled. “I
illustrates.
never asked for police
‘For five minutes
protection,” he
yesterday I thought that declared. “I never
Shettleston would be Sir asked for police
Oswald Mosley’s burial
protection in my life.”
place. Shettleston Town
‘Quite definitely there
Hall, Glasgow, was
were fifty ‘polis’ who
packed. The voice of the
nobody wanted, so
people was loud and
Mosley went outside
angry. “Bring us
and sat on a chair
Mosley” they chanted,
while the proletariat
and when the leader of
surged towards him.
the New Party arrived
“Hey, Oswald” they
they swarmed around
cried...
him, breathing into his
face the promise, “We’ll
hang Mosley by the neck
in the Gallowgate.”
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well-known writer George Glasgow’s Gorbals for
Bernard Shaw. Indeed,
allies in a new anti-Mosley
Shaw’s view of the
alliance.
contest shows that even
in the 1930s, Glasgow
‘Mosley dealt with all
University was inhabited
the questions his
by the same kind of
hostile audience
creatures which prowl its
threw at him, and
corridors in the present
slowly the mood of
day. He wrote, “They only
the crowd turned.
show that our seats of
“Aye, that’s right,
learning and culture are
speak up, Oswald.
the only places where
You’re gemme
representatives of
(game) anyway, we’ll
learning and culture are
say that for you.”
invariably at the bottom
That finished any
of the poll, and the
prospect of
vulgarist available party
bloodshed. A
careerist at the top.”
hundred voices
After a giant open-air rally
chanted, “Hey,
on
Glasgow Green
Oswald,” and then
(the Times newspaper
they swept him
estimated the crowd at
forward to his car.’
40,000), Mosley and his
leading officers were
Sir Oswald left
attacked by a 500-strong
Shettleston smiling.
gang of razor-wielding
Behind him, men who had
Communists, who went on
sworn deep oaths to let
to fight pitched battles
Mosley see what Glasgow
with the police.
thought of him stood
“Is it true you pay
super-tax? Hey
Oswald ye dirty dog!”

speechless and amazed.
What had happened? Why
did they let him go?

It was this event more
than any other which was
to precipitate the major
The red scum were not
change in Mosley’s
Support for Mosley came
prepared to allow Mosley’s political life.
from all sections of
popularity to continue to
Scottish society. In the
On his return to London
spread in the face of their
same month as the
the New Party executive
campaign of lies and
Shettleston Town Hall
was hurriedly summoned.
hatred. A new way of
meeting, he was
Mosley was brief: “We
stopping Mosley in
nominated for the
need no longer hesitate to
Scotland was needed, and
rectorship of Glasgow
create our trained and
this they hoped could be
University. Although
disciplined force. From
achieved by recruiting
Mosley failed to win the
today we are Fascist.”
among the Jewishcontest, his candidature
dominated razor gangs of
was supported by the
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LEADER'S MESSAGE marches and rowdy
demonstrations gain
Over the last six years the absolutely nothing. We
NBU has been working to have been abandoned by
establish a movement of politicians, and it has
'people not politicians'. In become clear that we will
doing so we have avoided have to defend our folk
and kin, our way of life,
the ballot box by only
the British way of life, for
standing members as
independent candidates ourselves.
and concentrating solely This will require training,
on local issue politics. The education and above all
next step is to build this discipline. To this end we
movement into the real
have no need of any of
'people’s army' to
the old guard. Their time
represent all those not
has been and gone; they
represented by the
have let you down time
political elite's puppets.
after time and will
Like any army we must becontinue to do so. Those
that cannot or will not
disciplined, we must
accept order and above all understand the NBU are
we must understand the of no use to this young
movement. If they cannot
meaning of loyalty and
embrace New Fascism
respect. The love of
they should be left in the
Queen and country is
past
playing their petty
paramount as is
party political games.
supporting our armed
forces defending tradition
and our culture.
Blackshirt cells will
The NBU army must differ develop into Blackshirt
from our opponents, who units in every village,
town and city in the UK.
are against all these
We will respect Law and
things, the very things
that make us British. The Order, we will be
real thugs will be exposed organised and structured,
as being on the left, the we will have discipline and
mask-wearing rioter is we will be ready to defend
our people. A new way for
a product of liberalism
a new century, New
not fascism.
British Union.
It is time for patriots
from all groups to come It's time to take your place
in the ranks of the 21stunder the 'Flash and
Circle' of British Fascism. century Blackshirts, it is
The ballot box is closed; time to raise an army.
Gary Raikes
unorganised
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